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October 14, 2017   

  

  

Despite the bad weather, we were able to move the speedboat (CECs2) away from the high
waves caused by the O’Higgins glacier frontal detachment, it was left there some days ago,
almost two meters over the lake’s normal level. The boat was in good shape, miraculously it
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didn’t have any major damage. After arduous work and cold, we were able to put it back on the
lake. We used double ties this time for it to withstand an eventual new glacier detachment
episode.

  

  

On Sunday 15th, we sailed again to take some measurements since the weather seemed
stable, but we had to return quickly due to the strong wind. It never ceases to surprise us how
swiftly weather conditions can change in this landscape, in just minutes, a high risk situation can
unfold. In the last few days there has not been any more detachments from the glacier. The
expedition team’s moral is high, patiently waiting for the next good weather window.

  

  

  

  

  

October 13, 2017  

  

  

The weather continues to be unstable with strong gusts of wind of more than 100 km per hour,
that has hit our camp and the lake relentlessly. It’s been raining intermittently every day, with
partially covered to fully covered skies. These conditions have not allowed us to operate or take
measurements normally.
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October 12, 2017   

  

  

Today is a mild day, at times covered with strong winds. These conditions lasted throughout the
day, worsening by night. We were unable to operate once again, we remained at base camp the
whole day. At night the wind and the adverse conditions intensified.

  

  

Once in bed in our tents, around 11:30 p.m. we heard some loud noises, we didn’t know if it was
the wind roaring through the mountains and forests, or the glacier. We went out to see what was
happening. The waves were huge, we run to the beach and O’Higgins lake had become a sea,
with tall waves that crashed hard on the coast, shaking up "Lady Paty" (our Zodiac) and the
"CECs 2". The wrath of the wave surge snapped several ropes, the CECs2 was stranded on the
beach several meters above lake level, while "Lady Paty" was adrift. We finally managed to
rescue it and secure it down. After midnight and with the situation under control, we returned to
base camp to sleep. The strong incessant winds stayed with us the whole night.
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October 11, 2017   

  

  

After a good rest from all our activities yesterday at the plateau, and getting over our team’s
defeat, we arose early, but the weather conditions didn’t let us work. We have had much rain,
strong winds with violent gusts have been ongoing throughout the day, despite the fact that the
clouds and visibility are acceptable, the wind conditions won’t allow us to sail and operate in the
lake.

  

  

We hope the winds calm down to continue taking bathymetric measurements. For the time
being, patience.

  

  

  

  

October 10, 2017   
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Today for the first time since the beginning of the expedition, the day greeted us with optimal
weather conditions, completely clear, blue skies and no wind.

  

  

We began operations very early with the helicopter carrying 3 barrels of fuel to the base camp.
We flew to the plateau of the Ice fields and observed that the equipment installed by CECs was
all in perfect condition. We retrieved data and did maintenance on the measuring gear, we also
installed a fixed GPS station on the tower.

  

  

We visited the stations and cameras of Chico Glacier, these cameras were in operation for
several months and one was active to this date. Finally, we installed a new GPS station in Gorra
Blanca.

  

  

After several hours of intense work, high clouds began to cover the plateau, so we decided to
end the day. All the expedition team members met at Base Camp at 6 p.m. happy and grateful
for the great conditions. Until that moment it was a glorious day.

  

  

At night, we could hear parts of the soccer match between Chile and Brazil thanks to an
Argentinean radio and sometimes a Chilean radio station, we suffered the defeat along with
everyone else.
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October 7 to 9, 2017   

  

  

Over the long weekend the weather conditions have continued to be unstable, very low
temperatures, rain, snow and wind with very strong gusts...

  

  

The conditions are not the best, but we have intermittently operated on the lake by taking
bathymetric measurements in front of O'Higgins Glacier by taking additional security
precautions. We still have to measure some areas of ice floes abandoned by the glacier after
last May’s detachment. Yesterday, Monday October 9, while we were taking measurements
there was a significant detachment on O’Higgins Glacier that generated some very big waves
on the lake. A layer of ice formed quickly and it was crowned by 3 very long recently ejected
floes. As we were measuring from a safe distance from the glacier, we were never exposed to
any evident risk, however, it was an eloquent reminder of the huge natural force of O'Higgins
glacier, as it continues to exhibit unstable frontal signs. Later we had to go back because the
weather conditions worsened due to rain and wind, which contributed to creating bigger waves
on the lake.
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October 5, 2017  

  

  

Strong winds mainly from the south, were present this morning, along with drizzle and some
snow. The wind gusts were quite strong, but the tents and all our expeditionary gear withstood
the whole night.

  

  

We were able to operate on O’Higgins’ lake, but only on the surrounding areas of the base
camp. We did a sail-test and checked all measurement systems on our speedboat, CECs2.
Unfortunately, the strong gusts of wind did not relent, so we had to desist from taking
measurements due to security reasons. The most interesting part of the journey was that we
found fox tracks, it came to snoop our camp, we therefore have company now.

  

  

At night, we managed to tune in on a Chilean radio station and at times, an Argentinean radio
station, making it possible to listen to the Chile soccer match, despite some interference. From
this neck of the woods, we also cheered for Eduardo Vargas and Alexis Sánchez’ goals.
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October 4, 2017  

  

  

We have set our base camp on the shore of O’Higgins lake. We lowered the camera installed in
front of O’Higgins Glacier, which operated correctly until June, 2017 systematically collecting
photos for almost a year. Through the photo sequences we were able to observe last year’s
movement and flow of O’Higgins Glacier and part of the May 2017 collapse.

  

  

Today we also prepared our gear and the navigation track for our CECs 2 vessels and “Lady
Paty”, both are 100% operative waiting for weather conditions to improve. We are all in top
condition and high spirits.

  

  

  

  

  

October 3, 2017.  
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The morning began with covered skies and wind, but the forecast predicted basic conditions to
fly to O’Higgins Glacier. The flights were organized while we waited for sunrise and decided to
begin operations at 09:00 hours.

  

  

Alejandro, Rodrigo and Andrés, along with our personal gear, were in the first flight to the base
camp in front of O’Higgins Glacier. The 35-minute flight revealed that the glacier had lost a large
amount of mass in the form of floes and it had significantly receded, which we had already
observed on satellite images. We landed safely and began setting camp. A second flight took
place later, the load was airlifted and Jonathan and Carlos went on a third flight

  

  

The fourth air freight had to face opposing winds and some turbulence, which forced us to
review the forecast and weather conditions. Since safety protocols allowed it, the boat (CECs 2)
transport was arranged for a fifth flight at 8.000 feet in altitude, on a direct and complex flight to
avoid most of the turbulence. When it safely reached its destination (O’Higgins Glacier rim), at
4:30 p.m. Andrés and Jonathan Oberreuter were waiting on the boat in the water dressed in
special suits to receive our “flying speed boat” CECs 2

  

  

With the last air freight, the operation was concluded and we were able to test drive the boat
CECs2. At night we ate plenty after a hard day’s work. Tomorrow we will install the scientific
equipment and we hope to begin recording the first measurements.
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Villa O’Higgins, October 2, 2017  

  

  

We have begun a new Patagonian campaign. After one year and 3 months we return to the
Southern Patagonian Ice Field (CHS). This time we will concentrate on the northern part of the
CHS, particularly on Jorge Montt, O’Higgins and Chico Glaciers. The team includes 6 explorers:
Jonathan Garcés, Carlos Fouilloux, Jonathan Oberreuter, Andrés Rivera, Alejandro Silva and
Rodrigo Zamora, and their main objective will be to complete several measurements as
described in a new FONDECYT project, whose aim is to study the role of underwater melting in
the CHS breaking glaciers dynamic. This project is the follow-up to previous CECs’ work, which
included the installation of GPS receptors, weather stations, photographic cameras,
glaciological bases and water pressure sensors in the area.
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    Credit: Rodrigo Zamora        In this campaign we hope to collect a large amount of data, measuring Chile’s deepest lake withour new bathymetric systems. We will have the support of SumaAir Company and their B3helicopter. The expedition left Valdivia on September 22, when we sent a ramp truck with closeto 1.5 tons of cargo, including our CECs 2 vessel, the Zodiac Lady Paty, the LiDAR CAMS,batteries, structures, food, tools, pulleys, beacons, etc. Despite getting swamped on a tightcurve between Rio Bravo and Villa O’Higgins, the load arrived safely to Villa O’Higgins onSeptember 28. On September 29 the SumaAir fuel truck, which left Santiago on September 20driven by Rodolfo, also arrived safely. The team of explorers arrived to Villa O’Higgins onSeptember 30 as planned.    We slept at Los Moscos hostel, where Fili, our regular host welcomed us with homemadecookies and a special cardamom tea for Rodrigo. At night we dined at Los Patagones deAlfonso restaurant, our usual place for dinner, lunch and barbecues. On October 1st the B3helicopter arrived, flown by Eric and Jorge, his mechanic, old friends with whom we haveworked in this area several times.    On October 2, we arranged the cargo and we prepared for the 1st expedition challenge; airliftingour vessel to O’Higgins Glacier. Unlike last year, this time we wanted to avoid the passage ofthe CECs 2 through the tempestuous waters of lake O’Higgins, so we planned to move it in ahanging fashion. The problem is the vessel’s weight including the motor and body. Our firstestimate, was that without any of the accessories the total weight would be approximately 900kg. At the lakes’ level (250 meters over sea level) the B3 should not have any problems lifting it,but you never know how a motorboat’s aerodynamics might work once it’s hanging or whetherthe helicopter will have enough strength to do it. We organized all the gear on the landing strip,the cart’s hard attachment spots were carefully analyzed and after exploring severalalternatives, Jorge and Erik decided to lift the boat with different length slings, so that the stern,which is heavier due to the motor, was not to tilted in relation to the bow. After adjusting thelength and a briefing, the motor was started and the test began. The chopper moved slowly untilit was some 20 meters over the boat, Jorge grabbed the cable with a hook and latched it ontothe slings tied to the boat. We all moved away and the chopper began to pull slowly. Wethought that it would be very hard. There were 10-15 knots of wind, but Erik was confident thatwe could do it. The alternative was quite difficult, pulling the cart, the motor, etc. After a fewseconds, the vessel began to move, the B3 increased power and the boat was lifted. We werevery excited and had high expectations, tension could be felt. Many were recording the event,not just from our team but also people from the village who came out and stood on top of theircars to see if the chopper would accomplish the task. We imagined that some foresaw failureand their popularity as they posted it… but the chopper continued rising and the boat tilted asexpected, but it adjusted, which allowed it to be airlifted some 20 meters over the surface untilthe B3 flew over the landing strip. It returned to its takeoff site and lowered until the cart touchedthe ground and the chopper released the hook successfully finalizing the operation. Everythingwent well, so we were happy with the test. The total weight lifted was 930 kg!           Tu navegador no implementa el elementovideo.      We introduced ourselves to the army, whom after checking our papers and verifying that ourvessel was in order, authorized us to set sail. We have only to keep watch until the day arrivestomorrow and we are able to lift off towards the great O’Higgins Glacier, whose front wasdamaged by a detachment of 2 km2 in July, the largest one since the 70s. We will see what’sunder the collapsed area. It will be the first time that someone gets in and measures the insideof the riverbed left by the ice.      
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